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Over 4,000 values have been updated in the sixteenth edition of Pocket Guide to Depression Glass

& More, representing the ever-changing market. Many of the photographs have been replaced to

add new finds and showcase other available items. The more than 200 color photographs and the

listings of the patterns make identification simple. Once again, all pieces in photographs are

identified and cross-referenced with their listings--the Florences' photo legends have become quite

a hit with collectors. There is even a section on re-issues and fakes to educate collectors on how to

spot an authentic piece of Depression glass. This book is the perfect companion to the Florences'

Collector's Encyclopedia of Depression Glass, now in its eighteenth edition. 2009 values.
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The authors have written extensively about Depression glass collecting and some of the hardcovers

are quite specific and weighty. Collectors and libraries seeking more affordable, toteable and

general values and identification guides will find the 16th updated edition of Pocket Guide to

Depression Glass & More 1920s-1960s an excellent pick. It pairs an organization by maker with

color photos of typical glassware lines, and the latest prices arranged by glassware color. Perfect for

a flea-market tote.

When I go antiquing, I like to have the latest edition of this book with me. The values are good



guides as to what to expect a piece to cost, but it is the pictures that are invaluable in identifying

individual items. The pictures and the text are all very clear and sharp.

A very useful book for identification of Depression Era glassware. Good pictures and a variety of

different pieces of each pattern are shown. I use it all the time and it is small enough to fit in your

bag and carry with you when you are shopping or at an auction!

This book has enough pictures that you would easily be able to locate pattern , although there is no

full history as in the bigger book vs. the pocket guide , this is an excellent reference for starters, the

back of the book has 12 pages of reproductions and how to tell them apart , the new photo legends

helps as in you no longer have to guess is that the waste bowl or the cereal bowl , i would highly

recommend this book small enough for travel and to kep near the computer so you can make an

informed decision on what piece to buy

Great book for easily finding a pattern of depression glass. Shows photo and very basic info about

the piece. Very easy to use.Great guide to get you on the right track for further research.

MY SISTER AND i HAVE FOUND THE PRICING CORRECT AND THE BOOK HAS A GOOD

VARIETY FOR A COLLECTOR, THE ILLUSTRATIONS ARE LEGIBLE AND CAN BE EASILY

IDENTIFIED WITH OUR COLLECTIONS.

Delivery seemed a bit lengthy, good thing I wasn't in a hurry. Overall the book appears that it will be

a good resource to help us identify and price our collection.

Very good guide for the depression glass collector. The quide is very informative and will please

anyone interested in depression glass.
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